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Range and Club News  
  
Howdy Shooters! 
 
Well this must finally be our year for great weather!  The Memorial day weekend was a great one to bring that camper out 
to the range and enjoy our campground.  Remember even if you don’t have a camper we have plenty of flat ground to set 
up a tent and camp the whole weekend for only ten dollars!  Campers with electrical hookup are only ten dollars a night, 
its pretty hard to beat that price at any campground in the whole country. 
 
The shoot started with a few announcements including that the theme for the Annual shoot in August is going to be “Old 
Cowboy Shows” including all the favorites like Gunsmoke, Bonanza, just to list a few.  The board is writing the scenarios 
to be episodes of those shows with write ups and targets to match.  Remember you can sign up for the Annual at any time, 
the form is on the webpage and Range Widow will have copies at the June and July shoots.  It was also announced that we 
have a brand new category of shooter.  This one took some time to come up with the name because these shooters have 
been dedicated to the sport for some time. The category is called Country Gentleman and requires an age of 80, hopefully 
we can get a few lady shooters some day to make it to that mile stone and we will have to come up with a great name for 
that category. 
 
Lastly, we had ten shooters try a new course of fire this month, it was called Young Guns.  We got to shoot moving 
targets, shoot down a shotgun target that launched a clay bird, and lots of extra props and movement.  It was a great  time 
shooting it and noticed a lot of Traditional shooters watching us act the fool all in fun.  In fact all ten shooters want us to 
do this again sometime, and had a few that shot Traditional said they would give it a whirl next time.  I know the board 
already has plans on six even crazier ones for next time. 
 
 
 
And remember……………. 
 
If lawyers are disbarred and clergymen are defrocked, shouldn't it follow that cowboys would be deranged? 
 
Epperson Hollow Kid 
  


